Storage for every space and purpose

Stands on its own
There is nothing to drill into the wall and it is strong enough
to hold whatever you’re storing. The possibilities are endless!
elfa® is introducing elfa® freestanding. A revolutionary new
addition to the best-selling system. Add elfa® accessories and
elfa® décor wood elements to create a space that is
one-of-a-kind, just for you.
elfa® freestanding allows you to create an island of
organization, right in the middle of your walk-in closet, in
front of a wall or window or wherever you need storage!
Innovative. Sophisticated. Customized. Life Changing.

Easy to plan. The elfa® freestanding storage concept is build in of sections of
fixed measurements. Every section is 607 mm. This offers you the possibility
to easily create a functional storage solution practically anywhere. No tools are
needed. Just click all the components in place!

New possibilities
Whatever the backdrop elfa® freestanding provides a stunning display.
Because it is not attached to a wall and can go where wall-mounted
solutions can not. If you can not drill into your walls, elfa® freestanding is
thoughtfully designed to hold all of your storage needs without missing
a beat. And you can choose to add elfa® décor wood components if you
would like a more warm ”furniture like” feeling to your storage solution.

In front of a window
Instant storage where you need it. elfa® freestanding works anywhere
you need it to - even in front of a window. Assembly is breeze and you
can add sections for a larger storage solution.

Beneath a window

A storage solution that grows with your needs. Start with a few
sections and build on more when needed. An elfa® system is simple to
modify or extend.

An organization solution that works overtime. Now it is easier than
ever to create instant, effortless storage wherever it’s needed. Add it
beneath a row of windows or in the office to hold periodicals, paperwork
and equipment - it’s strong enough to do it all. Shelves are adjustable so
you can rearrange your solution as your storage needs change.

In front of a sloping wall

Long or short - wide or narrow. The uprights
are available in two heights and the shelves in
three different depths.

Out-of-the-way storage in a snap. Spare rooms and unique ceiling
slopes are no match for the versatility of elfa® freestanding. It is quick
and easy to assemble wherever it is needed, for whatever purpose.
You can choose to include shelf, hanging and drawer space to
customize your solution.

Doublesided solutions
elfa® freestanding is right at home and in the office to create a
workstation/room divider combo that is smart, functional and
stunning. This solution offers ample room for storage of periodicals,
documents and computer components. Our new elfa® décor shelves
create a work surface that is just perfect for writing, planning and
organizing. And, with easy assembly, your office will be running like
a top in no time.

Foot-extension. Levelers on the bottom of each foot allow
you to adjust your solution to accommodate uneven floors
and baseboards of varying heights. Add optional foot
height extenders to work with higher baseboards.

Colours
The epoxy-coated steel components in the elfa® system are robust and durable. They
last for generations and are available in the colours of white or platinum. A warm
feeling of solid wood combined with the sleek lines of steel interior makes the feeling
and look exclusive. Wood details are available in birch, walnut stained birch and white.

Double or single. The elfa® freestanding storage
solution can either be single or double which is both
smart and functional.

Works in conjunction with all other
elfa® products
Thoughtfully designed so you can store more. No tools are
needed for the installation of elfa® freestanding, you just click all the
components in place. elfa® freestanding works with all elfa® products
and therefore maximizes your storage potential.
The intelligent elfa® system is designed to make all parts complement
each other, enhancing the overall functionality and experience.

Accessories
Empower your storage with smart and functional accessories that help
transform chaotic clutter into peaceful order.

www.elfa.com
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